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Cat people are among the easiest group to shop for. All you really have to do is find some

comfy cat pajamas or another similar cat-themed gift, and they’ll likely be smitten as a kitten.

But if you’ve been there, done that and you’re looking for more thoughtful gifts for cat lovers,

it takes a little more digging.

Here are 16 gifts for cat owners that run the gamut from slightly cheesy to ultra useful. But

one thing they all have in common? They’re purr-fect for anyone on your list.

Plants That Are Totally Pet-Safe

The Pet-Friendly Bundle

$54

Plants make a great gift and they’re a quick way to brighten up any space, but cat lovers know

they can be a fast track to disaster if you pick the wrong one. Fortunately, The Sill makes

things easy with The Pet-Friendly Bundle—a plant duo that pairs a Parlor Palm with a

Peperomia obtusifolia, or baby rubber plant—two non-toxic plants that are easy to take care

of.

A Place To Store Valuables So They Don’t Get Knocked On The Floor

Fran Cat Trinket Box

$20

When you have a cat in the house, putting jewelry or small items on the counter without

properly securing them is a surefire way to lose them forever. This stoneware Fran Cat

Trinket Box protects your gift recipient’s smallest valuables under the watchful eye of a

golden feline.
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Not A Cat Puzzle—A Puzzle Made Of Cats

299 Cats & A Dog Puzzle

$20

This puzzle doesn’t just reward you with a picture of a cat when it’s completed, it’s made of

299 cat-shaped (and one dog-shaped) pieces. While it’s not too difficult—it’s recommended

for ages 8 and up—properly piecing the tails and the toe beans together will provide hours of

entertainment.

A Laptop That Kitty’s Allowed To Sit On

Laptop Cat Scratching Pad

$35

Keeping a cat off of a laptop is the ultimate struggle. With this Laptop Cat Scratching Pad,

Kitty can finally have his own. It has a scratch pad “keyboard,” and an attached mouse so the

cat can do his own work instead of interrupting important meetings to sit down smack in the

middle of the keyboard.

A Cat Tower That Doubles As Modern Decor

Multilevel Cat Climbing Tower

$399

This might be more of a gift for the cat rather than the cat lover, but since towers are a must,

you might as well gift one that blends into the decor, rather than taking away from it. This

five-tiered cat tower has a modern design with four felt-lined flat surfaces and one cubby that

provides the perfect place for resting after a day of climbing.

A Way To Keep The House (Kinda) Clean

Bissell Pet Stain Eraser PowerBrush

$134

https://www.forbes.com/coupons/anthropologie.com/
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Cats have a knack for making a mess in the most inopportune spots, like the small area rug

sitting right next to the hardwood floor. When that happens, this Bissell Pet Stain Eraser

Powerbrush makes it easy for your cat-loving friend to clean things up. The portable cleaner

has a rotating brush that pulls out recent pet stains, and the ones that have been there for a

while, with the touch of a button.

An Understated Way To Say “I Love Cats”

Sterling Silver Kitty Cat Studs

$60

Sophisticated and understated, these Sterling Silver Cat Studs allow your gift recipient to

proudly advertise their love of cats in a subtle way. The lightly-hammered, minimalist studs

are handmade in the USA and measure a dainty 1/4 inches across.

The Cutest Note-Taking Helper

Post-It Pop-Up Note Dispenser, Cat Design

$12

With more time spent in the home office these days, cute desk decor is a must. This cat-

themed Post-It Dispenser puts sticky notes right at your fingerprints for easy note-taking

during meetings—a lot more helpful than the real cat that won’t take “stop sitting on my

keyboard,” for an answer.

The Gift Of Cleaner Air

Molekule Air

Clean air is hard to come by with a feline (or two or three) running around the house, but the

Molekule Air can help freshen things up. It utilizes a proprietary technology called Photo

Electrochemical Oxidation (PECO), which is a fancy way of saying that it does an excellent

job of filtering out larger particles like cat hair and dander, as well as micro-fibers, like

allergy-producing proteins. If this model is a bit out of budget, check out one of our other air

purifier recommendations.

The Cutest Way To Store Wine

https://molekule.com/technology
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbes-personal-shopper/2021/06/18/best-air-purifiers/
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MOST POPULAR

True Zoo Klutzy Kitty Bottle Holder

$23

If your feline-obsessed friend loves to wind down with a glass of wine, this Klutzy Kitty Bottle

Holder is the most adorable way to keep backup bottles on reserve. It’s sturdy enough to hold

one 750 ml bottle and the felt bottom keeps it from moving around and scratching the

tabletop, something that can’t be said of the real cat. Don’t forget the theme-appropriate

glass markers and wine glass.

A Way To Transport His Or Her Highness In Style

Space Capsule Cat Carrier

$119$139Save $20 (14%)

Getting an unwilling cat into a carrier is an exercise in futility. And while this stylish option

won’t change that, it will at least add some style to the trip. It has a plush interior pillow

that’s fit for royalty and an easy-carry handle that can be used to secure the carrier in place in

the car.

A Hands-Off Way To Keep Kitty’s Bathroom Clean

Litter-Robot 3 Connect

$549

The Litter-Robot 3 Connect is a game changer for cat owners. This self-cleaning litter box

automatically senses when a cat has come and gone (literally), and then triggers a cycle that

cleans the litter without any scooping at all. This particular model has Wi-Fi, so it can

connect to the phone and alert you when the drawer needs to be emptied or when the cycle

gets paused in response to a curious cat and needs to be reset.

An Adorable Mug That’s Totally On Brand

You’d be hard-pressed to find three things that a cat lover enjoys more than

books, cats and coffee, and this adorable mug lets the world know. The

dishwasher- and microwave-safe ceramic mug holds 12 ounces of coffee (or other beverage of

choice). If you want to make it a package deal, combine it with a coffee subscription.

https://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8842431/type/dlg/sid/616ca19396418b0007eac9fb-xid-fr1668517665580ich/https://www.chewy.com/true-zoo-paws-off-glass-markers-set-6/dp/145755
https://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8842431/type/dlg/sid/616ca19396418b0007eac9fb-xid-fr1668517665580fca/https://www.chewy.com/primitives-by-kathy-cat-sip-wine/dp/327216
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbes-personal-shopper/2021/04/21/coffee-subscription-boxes/
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The Best Coffee Table Book Ever

Cats on Catnip Hardcover Coffee Table Book

$14$16SAVE $2 (12%)

Cats on Catnip by professional pet photographer Andrew Marttila is the ultimate coffee table

book upgrade. It features more than 100 photos of satisfied cats in the throes of a catnip high

—funny and adorable. Don’t forget the coordinating 2022 wall calendar.

A Ramp That Doubles As A Scratch Pad

ScratchyRamp Cat Scratcher

$159

One part scratch pad and the other part ramp, the ScratchyRamp has a carpeted surface

that’s easier on the cats’ claws than cardboard. It’s great for cats of all ages, but especially

helpful for older felines who need a little boost getting into their favorite high spots. It’s

available in two heights—12 and 16 inches—and some of the profits from each purchase go

toward feeding shelter dogs, so it’s a win-win if you or your gift recipient is a dog lover too.

Lindsay Boyers
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I'm the senior strategy editor at Forbes Vetted and a functional nutritionist. In between

geeking out over SEO and

...

 

 


